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In high school I was fairly uncertain of
my life path. My junior year expedition
upon the Salish Sea made me so
excited about marine science that I
decided to pursue a degree in Marine
Biology. I have since become an
outdoor educator myself, spending part
of the year working on other science
education vessels, and part of the year
working at outdoor schools on land.  

Salish Sea Expeditions Your Support Ignites a Spark

Artwork by Sara Grant, Spring 2018 Salish Sea Expeditions' Crew

Because of Salish Sea Expeditions, my
primary goal in life became to create in
students the same excitement, the
same feeling of self-efficacy, the same
desire for learning science that the
educators aboard the Carlyn instilled in
me during my formative years. 

- Taylor, Salish Alumni (’10 & ’11) 

“So every time we’re in the ocean we get
to swim with plankton?”

“This is exciting for me because it’s just like the
algebra I’m learning how to do in school!”  
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Here's how we put your gift into action
in support of Salish programs for the
period:

Program Services 
79%

Fundraising 
14%

Administration 
7%

Foundations 
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Individuals 
45%

Program Fees 
34%
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“It's fun to see everyone
coming together, and I feel
like an important part of that.
Being co-captain, my dad  
would be proud.”  

"Salish expeditions take
science from being an abstract
kind of thing to a very real
experience of this is science: it
is about learning more about
our world and the results of our
interactions with it." 

"Woah, I'm Chief Scientist,
that's so cool." 

"My favorite time was
yelling and doing science
and challenge day. Thank
you again for thinking we
are not little kids." 

"The kids have a new sense of
navigation, protecting the
environment, principles of
sailing, and teamwork." 

Because of you, 1 out of 5
students attended a Salish Sea
Expeditions program for free.

Thank You.

- Parent Chaperone 

Your generosity supports hands-on science inquiry on the Salish Sea. Together, we are empowering students in
grades 5-12 to conduct marine science research of their own design aboard a 61-foot sailing vessel, instilling
curiosity, confidence, and critical thinking. Learn more about upcoming programs and events at SALISH.ORG.
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– Middle School Teacher

– Natalie, 7th Grade

- Sam, 5th Grade

We Value Your Partnership

– Middle School Student
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